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    FIRSTOHM - Specialist manufacturer focusing on MELF resistors.    

  
    FIRSTOHM is one of the few companies who is able to design thin-film MELF resistors according to customer's requirements with high quality and reliability. We’re specialized in thin-film resistors since 1969, ISO9001/14001 certificated manufacturer. More than 50 years of resistor manufacture experience.    
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  First resistor & condenser Co. Ltd.  
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FIRSTOHM Introduction

First resistor & condenser Co. Ltd. is Taiwan supplier and manufacturer in full range of resistor components manufacturer. FIRSTOHM has been offering our customers high quality MELF resistors, SMD resistors, metal film resistors, surge resistors, wire wound resistors, precision resistors, High voltage resistors, high Power resistors, metal oxide resistor, thin film resistors, fixed resistors since 1969. With both advanced technology and 50 years experience, FIRSTOHM always make sure to meet each customer's demand.

FIRSTOHM welcome you to view our high quality products Resistors, MELF resistors and feel free to Contact Us.
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